
Experience the Magic of Christmas in
Copenhagen: Unanchor Christmas In
Copenhagen Day Guide
Christmas in Copenhagen is truly a magical experience that will leave you in awe.
The Danish capital comes alive during the holiday season, with its charming
streets adorned with twinkling lights and festive decorations. If you’re planning a
visit to Copenhagen during Christmas, then this Unanchor Christmas In
Copenhagen Day Guide will be your perfect companion to explore the city and
discover its hidden gems. Get ready for a memorable journey as we take you
through the best attractions, food, and activities that Copenhagen has to offer
during the most wonderful time of the year.

Discover the Festive Charm of Copenhagen

Copenhagen is known for its delightful Christmas markets, where you can find
unique handmade gifts, delicious food, and festive entertainment. Start your day
by visiting the famous Tivoli Gardens, a fairytale-like amusement park that
transforms into a winter wonderland during Christmas. The park is beautifully
decorated with thousands of lights and decorations, and you can enjoy thrilling
rides, ice skating, and various shows. Don't forget to try some traditional Danish
treats like æbleskiver and gløgg – hot spiced wine, to warm up in the chilly
weather.

Next, head to Nyhavn, a picturesque waterfront district that looks straight out of a
postcard. During Christmas, Nyhavn is adorned with colorful lights, creating a
cozy and festive atmosphere. Take a stroll along the canal, browse through the
handicraft stalls, and enjoy a cup of hot cocoa while enjoying the stunning views.
You can also hop on a canal boat tour to explore the city's iconic landmarks.
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Indulge in Delicious Danish Delicacies

No visit to Copenhagen is complete without trying some of the mouthwatering
Danish delicacies. During the Christmas season, the city comes alive with an
array of festive treats that are sure to satisfy your taste buds. Head to
Torvehallerne, a vibrant food market, where you can find a wide selection of
traditional Danish Christmas specialties. From smørrebrød (open-faced
sandwiches) to æbleskiver (Danish pancake balls), there is something for
everyone to enjoy.

If you have a sweet tooth, make sure to try the famous Danish Christmas dessert,
risalamande. This creamy rice pudding is made with almonds, vanilla, and
whipped cream, and is traditionally served with a cherry sauce. It is a beloved
holiday treat that will leave you wanting more.

Engage in Festive Activities
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Copenhagen offers a wide range of festive activities for visitors of all ages. One of
the highlights of Christmas in Copenhagen is ice skating. Lace up your skates
and glide across the ice at one of the city's many outdoor ice rinks. You can skate
amidst the beautiful surroundings of Tivoli Gardens or Frederiksberg Have,
enjoying the festive ambiance.

If you're in the mood for some Christmas shopping, then head to Strøget, one of
Europe's longest pedestrian shopping streets. Here, you will find a fantastic
selection of shops, ranging from high-end fashion boutiques to local Danish
design stores. Make sure to explore the side streets as well, where you can
discover unique shops and boutiques offering one-of-a-kind gifts.

Experience a Danish Christmas Tradition

A must-see during Christmas in Copenhagen is the changing of the guard
ceremony at Amalienborg Palace. Every day, the Royal Life Guards march from
their barracks to the palace at noon, creating a mesmerizing spectacle. During
the holiday season, the guards don festive uniforms and engage in a special
Christmas drill that adds an extra touch of magic to the ceremony. Make sure to
arrive early to secure a good spot and witness this unique Danish tradition.

As the day comes to an end, don't miss the opportunity to experience the
enchanting Christmas lights of Copenhagen. Take a stroll through the city's
historic district and enjoy the festive decorations illuminating the streets. The
twinkling lights combined with the cozy atmosphere will fill you with the joy and
spirit of Christmas.

Copenhagen is undoubtedly a top destination for experiencing the magic of
Christmas. From its charming streets adorned with festive lights to its delicious
traditional treats, the Danish capital offers a truly unforgettable holiday



experience. This Unanchor Christmas In Copenhagen Day Guide will help you
navigate through the city and make the most of your visit. Whether you're
exploring the famous Tivoli Gardens or indulging in Danish delicacies,
Copenhagen will leave you with cherished memories and a longing to return year
after year.
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Christmas in Copenhagen - A 2-Day Guide

The most livable city and the happiest country in the world! Come and experience
the Danish Christmas ‘hygge’ yourself. This two-day guide is the perfect to the
best of Christmas in Copenhagen. Experience it like a local. It’s like having your
own personal tour guide in your pocket!

This itinerary includes a 2-day tour of the best sites that are loved by the locals,
helping you see this fairytale city and enjoy the Danish culture. It also includes
maps and photos of the main sights so you can find your way around the city
without any problems.
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The restaurants are carefully selected so you will enjoy a great atmosphere and
fantastic Danish food, while in the company of locals.

Here is a taste of what this Christmas guide offers:

Wonderful Copenhagen
This is the city of the Little Mermaid and of Tivoli Gardens. It is the city of
fascinating architecture, an interesting royal family, and full of Danish ‘hygge’.
Hygge translates roughly to cosyness but is much more than that. It is what
happens when surrounded by your friends and family. It is a warm atmosphere
where you feel safe to be yourself. It is candles burning on a dark winter’s night. It
is what you will discover if you find yourself in a bar with locals. It is the reason
you will return to Denmark time and time again!

Immerse yourself in Danish culture
The main difference between this Copenhagen guide and a regular one is,
because it is written by a local, you will only be seeing the sights worth seeing,
and you will only be paying for the attractions that are worth the ticket fee. And, of
course, you will be immersed in the Danish culture by going where the locals go
and eating where they eat. All in all this is a guide to experience Christmas in
Copenhagen like a local!

What does this Copenhagen itinerary include?
- A two-day step-by-step walking tour of the city - all the planning is done for you.
- Detailed maps, directions, and navigation information to guide you easily from
place to place.
- Insider tips for saving time and money, including plenty of free activities.
- Beautiful photographs of key city sights.
- Personalised dining, shopping, and sightseeing suggestions.



Why You Should Buy This Copenhagen Guide
- You'll learn the secrets of Copenhagen.
- You'll discover Copenhagen at it's best - Christmas time!
- You'll get detailed instructions on how to get from place to place.
- You'll be guaranteed to have a great trip!
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